
2 Day Lash & Brow Technician
Masterclass



Our 2 Day Intensive Lash & Brow Technician Masterclass is a
'Business in a Box'

The Package includes:

Brow Shaping (Waxing & Tweezer)
Brow Lamination
Brow & Lash Tint

Lash Lift
Classic Lashes



Brow Shaping

This session will show you how to shape eyebrows professionally to give

a really professional and stunning look which will enhance your clients

eyes.

Both waxing and the use of tweezers will be demonstrated with practical

sessions for you to perfect your technique



Brow Lamination

This session is designed to provide you with the skills and competencies to

give your clients a uniform, full eyebrow shape. This is the ultimate solution

for eyebrows, that do not have symmetry where the hairs follow a different

pattern. Lamination allows you to realign the brows in such a way to give

them the desired shape they want.  

This treatment solves the messy brow issue, creates volume and fullness,

while giving you a sleek well-kept brow shape for up to 2 months.



Brow & Lash Tint

This session is designed to teach you the specialised skills to be able to
competently perform tinting (lashes and brows) from home and/or
mobile.  

It will equip you with the skills and confidence to offer these highly
requested treatments, desired by many for enhanced, defined eyes and
brows without the need for make-up application. 
 



Lash Lift

This is designed to teach you the skills to be able to competently offer
this service to your clients. This treatment, working to dramatically
enhance the eye and reduce the need for daily make-up application,
therefore proving to be extremely popular treatment to offer from home
and/or mobile, especially when offered together with Lash Tint



Classic Lashes

This session is designed to teach you the popular technique, used by
many, to enhance the eyes with synthetic extensions to give the
appearance of longer, thicker natural lashes. Not only will you learn how
to effectively apply and remove lash extensions you will also learn how
to accurately adapt the application process to the client’s particular eye-
shape, for the desired effect.  



If you want to know more

Call us on 01922 458141
Email info@trans4mtraining.com


